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Uncovering the Desires
of Consumers Using Big Data!
“Consumption intelligence” will be an important keyword for Japanese companies and the economy in the future.
How can we apply consumption science to product development and marketing?
Amid the so-called era of Big Data, both the government as well as the private sector are starting to make steady progress.
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F

rom quantitative to qualitative
expansion. Instead of simply
aiming to retain their market
share or increase sales, securing an
adequate profit by providing added
value to consumers should be one of
the critical themes for many Japanese
companies. At the same time, it is also
a key for the entire Japanese economy
to fully overcome deflation.
Now, how can this “qualitative
expansion” be achieved? One of
the essential factors is a deeper
understanding of the behavior and
psychology of consumers. The
orientation of consumers, which
used to be somewhat uniform, has
steadily diversified, especially since
the 1990s. It is now difficult to attract
consumers with only simple features

Exit from
Def lation

such as superior functionality or low
prices. The diversification is complex
and varies widely, in terms of income,
region, religion and lifestyle habits, not
to mention the challenges of meeting
the needs of the global market. It is
becoming even more necessary to
accurately understand and categorize
the needs of consumers, and to
develop products and services targeting
each need precisely.
In this context, the Ministry of
Economy, Trade and Industry is
studying consumption scientifically,
and has coined the term
“consumption intelligence” to refer
to the comprehensive powers of
understanding consumers, such as
adequately understanding their needs,
and has established a committee of

relevant experts. Remaining mindful
of the need to “exit deflation at a
micro level,” the advisory panel has
been discussing the direction that
companies and the government should
take. From this autumn, following the
Report Compiled by the Committee on
Consumption Intelligence (released in
June 2013), the Ministry also started
a research project on promoting
the strategic utilization of consumer
consumption data, commonly referred
to as “big data.”
What potential does consumption
intelligence have, and what will be
necessary to fulfil such potential? In
this feature article, let us pursue this
point, while also focusing on specific
examples of various companies’ efforts.
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Utilize Big Data to Find Out
What the Market Desires!
Experts and business managers held free discussions in the Committee on Consumption Intelligence.
Dr. Hiroyuki Yoshikawa, the Chair of the Committee, points out: “The phenomenon of consumption is
deeply profound.”

I

n order to exit deflation, not only
macroeconomic financial policy
but also policies at a micro level
focusing on “consumption” will be
necessary. Being aware of such issues,
the Ministry of Economy, Trade and
Industry inaugurated the Committee on
Consumption Intelligence.
“First, the Committee had the
awareness that ‘the phenomenon
of consumption is so profound that
its nature cannot be captured only
by looking at the superficial facts,’”
says Dr. Yoshikawa, the Chair of the
Committee.
Let us take up the Consumers’
Purchase Needs Trend Survey (Ministry

of Economy, Trade and Industry 2010)
as an example. According to this
Survey, non-price elements such as
“trustworthiness” and “assurance”
surpass the “price” element in terms
of points on which today’s consumers
cannot compromise. However, when
a company lowers prices by 20% or
more of the average market rate, the
importance of price in decision-making
increases by 10 points. That can mean
the emergence of a price war triggered
by price reduction.
“Consumption is constantly and
dynamically moving, as shown in this
example. The important information
on such movement is ‘consumption

intelligence.’ This term also includes
the strong belief that it is absolutely
necessary to understand the psyche of
consumers deeply in the age to come.”

Something that Meets the
Expectations of Consumers
Precisely
In short, consumption intelligence is the
comprehensive power to understand
consumers. One of the important
elements of consumption intelligence
is big data, which in the words of Dr.
Yoshikawa “was the hottest topic in
the Committee.” In the context of the
rapid evolution of date storage abilities
of computers, big data is also attracting

attention in the field of the economy.
“In addition to conventional customer
data and sales data, there are
SNS posts, access information to
online stores, and buying histories.
Companies in the U.S. for instance are
already starting full-fledged utilization of
such big data. The important point here
is how to provide products and services
that precisely meet the expectations
of consumers. In the past, the high
level of technology was evaluated
highly in the market, and an item with
a high level of functionality and quality
sold well. However, that is only one of
many conditions now. Items are not
necessarily evaluated highly only with
superior technological skills. Although
there are opinions like ‘nowadays, there
are not many things left for consumers
to crave for,’ this is not true. It is simply
that companies fail to fully grasp what
consumers’ wants and needs are,
which are currently highly fragmented.”
From the manufacturing of goods led
by technology to the production of
events prioritizing marketing—such a
shift of corporate strategy is becoming

Shift in Corporate
Strategy

Three Prescriptions to
Exit Deflation

Chair of the Committee on Consumption Intelligence

Hiroyuki Yoshikawa
Hiroyuki Yoshikawa was born in 1933. A graduate of the
University of Tokyo, after serving as the Dean of the Faculty of
Engineering of the University of Tokyo he became the President of
the University of Tokyo in 1993. He held such prominent positions
as President of the Science Council of Japan, President of the
International Council for Science, and President of the National
Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology. He
has been Director of the Center for Research and Development
Strategy since 2009.
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t is important to consider things from the
perspective of “to whom, what, how and how
many.” At the very beginning, clear targeting of
“to whom” will become necessary for a company.
Instead of product development with an idea of
being all things to all people, brand strategies must
narrow down their markets and customers. The idea
of quantitative expansion such as increasing market
share or sales should be shifted to qualitative
development such as ensuring reasonable prices
and profits.
That means a shift in corporate strategy, starting
from understanding consumers. The products
consumers desire are becoming diversified in line
with the maturing of the Japanese economy. In
order to increase purchasing amounts (average
spending per customer), it is necessary to provide a
value that is independent of price. This means it is
necessary to focus on the marketing function and
to come out with comprehensive product strategies.
In addition, the construction of new relationships
between manufacturers and distributors and the
revitalization of innovation will also be required.

necessary. In such a context, big data
and consumption insights derived from
them will serve important roles.
“Insight means immediate and clear
understanding for accurate prediction.
It will be an important theme for all
kinds of companies to gain insights into
the real feelings of consumers in the
future.”

Also Indispensable for Global
Marketing
The development and utilization of
consumption intelligence is a movement
envisaging not only the revitalization
of the domestic market but also the
development of the global market.
“How will the world change tomorrow?
Where will the new consumers
emerge, and how will they develop? It
is essential for Japanese companies
to find such matters out in order to
survive in the future, literally by using
intelligence. In addition to the business
aspect, also from the perspective of
providing what people in emerging
markets are really in need of and
contributing to the development of such

countries, it is very important to know
the true needs of consumers.”
“Consumption” has tended to be
viewed as relatively unimportant.
However, casting new light on it from
a scientific perspective “may result
in obtaining ‘great wisdom,’” says
Dr. Yoshikawa. That is because big
data, unlike conventional data, are not
acquired from a specific viewpoint.
“Generally speaking, data used to be
collected for a certain purpose, and
specialists in each field sorted and
analyzed it. However, big data does
not have a specific purpose for its
collection in the first place, and for this
reason it can be analyzed from any
angle. I am looking forward to seeing
the new wisdom emerging from the
field of consumption. In addition to the
fostering data scientists, there are also
high expectations for the concerted
efforts of the government, industry and
academia.”

CLICK! ● J apan Science and Technology Agency

Active Utilization
of Consumption
Data

W

ith the coming of the age of big data, it is
now possible to utilize a massive amount of
data on consumption behavior. Analysis based on
an overview of the entire picture, instead of being
based on samples, will become necessary, and the
correlation between consumption behavior and the
discovery of market segmentation will also be
promoted. How should consumption intelligence
be cultivated and utilized?
In order to improve the total strength, it is
necessary to simultaneously work with (i) the
value chain of consumption data, (ii) the
ecosystem of consumption insight, and (iii) the
marketing strategies of individual companies. By
sharing consumption data, it becomes necessary
to understand consumption behavior not only
related to the products of one’s own company but
also those of other categories. Therefore, a
platform that serves as a basis for this should also
be developed.

Development
of Competitive
Environment

C

ompetition policy aims to strengthen
industrial/corporate capabilities through
market competition. Review of the Guidelines
Concerning Distribution Systems and Business
Practices Under the Antimonopoly Act (1991) is
currently being considered, from the viewpoints of
checking whether the current policy is inhibiting
corporate strategies to transmit values that are
independent of price, or whether it excessively
regulates relationships between manufacturers
and distributors. Regulation in Japan is stricter
compared to that of the U.S. and the EU. Behind
such severe restrictions, there used to be the idea
that manufacturers have powerful control.
However, the negotiating power of the distributors
have improved, and new distribution channels
have also emerged, such as the Internet.
Therefore, the development of a competitive
environment that suits the changing times is
required. On the other hand, the influence of
platform business providers, who collect and store
consumption data, should also be taken into
consideration. It is also necessity to discuss these
issues from the perspective of consumers.
METI Journal
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My Opinions on
Consumption Intelligence
How do people at the forefront of daily business consider
consumption intelligence and big data, and what kind of potential
do they find in it? We asked for the frank opinions of people
involved in the manufacturing and marketing business sectors.

Kohzoh Takaoka,
Representative
Director, President
& CEO, Nestlé
Japan Ltd.

Placing Marketing at the
Center of Japanese Business
Management

ig data is definitely a useful
tool for marketing. Our
company also focuses
on information on social
media, in addition to data related to
sales. However, what is most important
is that it will produce the biggest effect
when verifying a hypothesis.
It may be needless to say, but you
do not become able to understand
everything about consumers by using
big data.

B
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For example, NESCAFÉ DOLCE
GUSTO is a single-serve coffee
machine developed by our company.
Fortunately, it is selling well.
Actually, there was a question at the
headquarters in Switzerland before
the launch of “will there be space to fit
this in a typical, small-sized Japanese
kitchen?” However, it turned out
that the product has been favorably
accepted by our consumers.

Uncovering the Desires of Consumers Using Big Data!

Why was that? The reason is that many
of the consumers who purchase this
product set the machine in the living
room instead of the kitchen. It has
a sophisticated design that makes
people say “how cute!” It creates an
atmosphere like you are in a café.
This kind of need like showing the
product off by setting it in a living room
is hard to identify only by looking at
consumption data.
We found from the voices of our
consumers the fact that actually many
consumers set the machine in a living
room or in a place that can be seen
from the living room. Then, a new
hypothesis emerges from such facts.
Big data sometimes serve an important
role in verifying such hypothesis. In
fact, the concept of NESCAFÉ DOLCE
GUSTO, “Uchinaka Café (café cafe at
home),” was being consolidated in such
a flow.

enjoying NESCAFÉ at
the office, and “Café in
Shop”, a project to offer
cafe space in stores such
as supermarkets, are all
new business models
that were generated
not purely from special
technological innovation.
The innovation was
derived from changing
conventional methods
and ideas, through a
mindset to understand
consumers in depth
and set one’s viewpoint
closely beside the
consumer insight, such
as noticing changes in
the social environment
and lifestyles, or looking
straight into the essence
of things.

An Ability to Gain Insight into
and Understand the Nature
of Consumers will Become
Necessary

Being Aware of
Marketing at Every
Stage of Business
Activities

Data such as POS (point of sale) have
past results as one aspect. According
to a study at Harvard University, 90%
of consumers do not tell the truth in
marketing research. The consumers
do not do it intentionally, but they are
simply not aware of their own potential
needs, so they are unable to verbalize
them. How can such potential needs
be detected? In order to utilize big data
more effectively, I believe that marketing
literacy to generate a hypothesis will
definitely become necessary.
NESCAFÉ GOLDBLEND BARISTA, a
household coffee machine developed
by Nestlé Group, NESCAFÉ
AMBASSADOR, which is a machine for

Nonetheless, I have
big expectations for
the policy coordination
of manufacturers and
distributors. In order to exit deflation,
which is currently becoming a hot
topic in Japan, a drastic change of the
Japanese-style business model that
supported the rapid growth period after
the postwar era is indispensable. Big
data is one of the elements to promote
it.
It is necessary to change the direction
from being exclusively devoted
to increasing sales to corporate
management focusing on real growth
and profits. A business model that can
gain the sympathy of consumers should

You can enjoy an authentic cup of capsule-type coffee with
this NESCAFÉ DOLCE GUSTO. It serves a cup of coffee in less
than one minute, also fulfilling needs like “I need only a cup.”
The design that fits in the interior of a living room also enjoys
high popularity.

come into sight by sharing consumption
data and setting marketing at the
center of management.
Nestlé Japan appointed a CMO (Chief
Marketing Officer) in order to diffuse
a marketing mindset into all divisions
including manufacturing, sales and
human resources. I believe this is a
way for a Japanese company to stay
in competition in the global market. We
must pay attention to what we should
find out from data. As I said before,
management power focusing on
marketing will be the key.
 estlé Japan Ltd.
CLICK! ● N

Representative Director, President &
CEO, Nestlé Japan Ltd.

Kohzoh Takaoka
Café NESCAFÉ currently has three stores
including the Harajuku Store shown in the photo.
There is also a franchise of Café NESCAFÉ
Satellite, where NESCAFÉ is served at a coffee
store or by food service businesses, aiming to
increase NESCAFÉ experiences outside of the
home.

graduated from the School of Business
Administration, Kobe University, in 1983. He
joined Nestlé Japan in the same year.
He served as manager for various brands,
and led KIT KAT campaign to support
students studying for examinations. He
assumed the current post in November
2010. He is the Director of the Japan
Association of Corporate Executives (KEIZAI
DOYUKAI).
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Grasp Potential Needs and Make an Appeal to the
Deep Psyche
Yoshiiku Miyata, Senior Managing Director of Panasonic Corporation
ne of the efforts in our B to C marketing that we
especially focus on is demographic marketing. This
is a strategy to clarify the target and aim to create
products that will satisfy such targeted customers. One good
example is
Pocket Doltz,
a mobile
electric
toothbrush
that became
a huge hit
among
working
women
around 25

O

Yoshiiku Miyata
Senior Managing Director of Panasonic Corporation
After joining Matsushita Electric Works, Ltd., Yoshiiku Miyata served as
the CEO of a locally-incorporated company in Europe and the U.S. and
the head of the global marketing of home appliances at Panasonic
before assuming his current post in 2011.

CLICK! ● Panasonic Corporation

Dramatic Increases in the Amount of Information will
Increase Forecasting Accuracy
Megumi Ushikubo, President of Infinity Inc.

years of age. We paid special attention to quiet operation and
a sophisticated design, and succeeded in responding to the
potential need for brushing teeth after lunch.
What supported the hit was that the target was clearly
identified, and in addition, the entire process of marketing –
the market/customer survey, product planning, advertising and
sales promotion – was implemented by women employees,
who also fall under the targeted category.
Utilization of consumption data will allow for the suggestion
of a new lifestyle through the understanding of needs that
consumers did not notice themselves. For example, needs for
small-sized home appliances for a small household changed
from price-oriented ones to highly functional but compact
versions. Small-sized highly-functional home appliances such
as Petit Drum, a highly silent front-loading washing machine,
are being favorably accepted among young small households
and elderly couples.
Winning support from newly emerging markets will hold
the key to business expansion in the future. I expect that
something like a database on emerging countries will be
beneficial if it is developed under the initiative of the national
government.

igging into the minds of consumers (finding out their
potential needs) by studying their blogs or by analyzing
information obtained from many classified keywords
from group interviews; we offer such kind of marketing to
leading manufacturers of foods, beverages, and housing, etc.
With the progress of the era of big data, I look forward to
being able to view information, which used to be collected and
analyzed by individual companies on their own scale, from a
wider perspective and different angles. A dramatic increase
in the amount of information should increase the accuracy of
hypotheses derived from such information and the verification
of such hypotheses. If it becomes possible to increase the
accuracy of foreseeing the potential needs of consumers, they
will become able to create products and services that really
sell in a more inexpensive manner more quickly. It will also
become possible to provide such products/services to people
who are really in need of them.。
If an environment for sharing the consumption data among
the entire society is developed by the national government,
small and medium-sized enterprises, which account for
more than 99% of the companies in Japan, will also become
able to access such information. That should result in the

D

revitalization of the manufacturing sector. By providing a huge
amount of consumption data, which has been held mainly by
the distribution sector, also to the manufacturing sector, the
potential for product development will be expanded greatly.

Megumi Ushikubo
President of Infinity Inc.
After working at a leading publishing company, Megumi Ushikubo went
independent as a freelance writer. She founded Infinity, Inc., a company
mainly offering marketing services, in 2001.

CLICK! ● Infinity Inc.

You can Read the “Context” from Big Data
Fujiyo Ishiguro, President & DEO of Netyear Group Corporation
Ask an Information Professional!

or instance, the interests of viewers can be found out
scientifically by analyzing the search keywords and
access information (which page was browsed in what
order and for how long) on an online shopping site. Digital
marketing is a technology that is commonly used now.
In the future, it is expected that the utilization of data will be
further developed. However, one of the characteristics of
data utilization is that unstructured data may generate value.
From unstructured data including text, sound and location
information, the “context” of the behavior of consumers can
be found. Conventional customer data and sales data only tell
whether the customer purchased the product or not. However,
by analyzing big data, you will become able to understand
why the customer purchased a product or service, or what he/
she liked about it. It should change product development and
sales strategy dramatically.
Generally speaking, the value of data increases according
to its size and variety. In such context, it is important for
many companies to make data accessible to all people and
share the data. It is understandable that there are difficulties
in sharing a valuable asset, but I believe a change in the
conventional way of thinking and to seriously focus on the

F
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benefit of data will lead to strengthening the competitiveness
of Japan as a whole.

Uncovering the Desires of Consumers Using Big Data!

Fujiyo Ishiguro

What abilities are necessary for a data scientist?

President & CEO of Netyear Group Corporation

Yutaka Matsuo

Fujiyo Ishiguro holds an MBA from Stanford University. After founding a
company in the U.S., she joined the current company offering digital
marketing support services. She assumed her current post in 2000.

Associate Professor
Institute of Engineering Innovation
School of Engineering, the University of Tokyo

CLICK! ● Netyear Group Corporation

Yutaka Matsuo received his Ph.D. degree from
the University of Tokyo in 2002. After working
as a researcher at the National Institute of
Advanced Industrial Science and Technology
(AIST), and a visiting scholar at Stanford
University, he joined the faculty at the
University of Tokyo in 2007. His major is web
mining, artificial intelligence and big data
analysis.

Big data are sometimes not derived
for direct purposes. For example, the
web log data of a website is access
information that is usually kept just as
a backup, but it can be used in other
way: By analyzing the data, it enables
us to judge the preferences and the
interests of the users of the website. It
may be useful even in catching subtle
changes in the market, and finding
potential business opportunities and
risks.
In addition, because data is constantly
being generated, changes in the
preferences of consumers may be
detected instantly. This is also a point
different from conventional data.
A data scientist who is in charge of
analyzing such data should have
knowledge of both economics
and marketing, and information

engineering skills covering web
and data processing. In the field of
business, the ability to identify what
the problem to be solved is will be
important. On the other hand, a
logical and strategic perspective will
be required for data analysis, just like
playing Japanese chess, because
each single stage of the process
relates to following stages.
If a mechanism to share insight on
consumers is developed by the
national government in the future,
product development and marketing
at a higher level will be possible. I am
paying close attention to it as an effort
that can strengthen the industrial
competitiveness of Japan.
CLICK! ● Matsuo Lab, School of Engineering,
the University of Tokyo
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